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I. INTRODUCTION
Given a foliation F on It manifold M, e.g. a family of integral curves
of a nowhere singular field of line element s, it has been observed repeatedly
in the literature that the quotient space M IF is a "non-separated manifold"
[6, 8, II]. To our knowledge however, apart from a few exceptions [7, 8],
no particular study of the "quotient" has been made, probably because
no immediate benefits were to be expected from it .
On the other hand, non -separated manifolds turn up in various contexts.
One example, which led us to examining this concept in more detail, is
provided by the theory of Banach Lie groups, where one has to admit
non-separated analytic groups to restore the classical I-I correspondence
between (Banach) Lie algebras and simply connected analytic groups.
Although in this case one could do with the notion of " Q-varieM" studied
by R. Barre [2] since such group manifolds are fibered by "Q-varietes"
over a separated base, there is perhaps some point in studying "non-
separated manifolds" from a more general point of view since the notion
of Q-variete does not cover adequately the non-separated quotient spaces
of foliations. The proper notion to describe such quotients as well as the
non-separated manifolds in the theory of Banach Lie groups seems us
to be that of "manifold scheme" which is roughly the notion of "atlas"
(for precise definitions sec below); as such manifold schemes are, and
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have been since a long time, of current use in situations as we considered
above (see e.g. [6]) without a formal statement of their definition.
Somewhat in the vein of a discussion by Haefl.iger and Reeb [8] of
foliations in the plane in terms of the non-separated quotient manifold,
we discuss here the quotient manifold scheme of regular families of curves
on the 2-torus and Klein bottle ; as such this note is an elaboration of [7].
The closed curves in the family correspond to fixpoints of the action of
the fundamental group of the manifold scheme on the universal covering
of the latter (at least in st ructurally stable cases). However the notion
of fundamental group and second homotopy group will be taken up in
a subsequent paper. The quotient schemes of the torus T 2 and the Klein
bottle ](2 are in an obvious fashion the quotient of a non-separated tree-
manifold B by the action of a group G isomorphic to nl(T2) or nl(](2).
It turns out that G acts "irreducibly" on B; this fact together with the
special group structure of G determines B to a great extent and therefore
the quotient scheme of T2 and ](2. It would be possible to obtain from
this the general description of the structure of foliations on T2 and ](2
given by Kneser [10], but we have not carried this out. However the
existence of at least one closed leaf on ](2 follows quite naturally from
the obtained results.
Group actions on tree-manifolds are studied here in a somewhat greater
generality than is strictly required for the case of T2 and ](2.
The methods employed are quite straightforward and elementary ; the
proofs however are laborious. In particular § 10 leading up to theorem
10.2.1 is regrettably longwinded.
I - MANIFOLD SCHEMES
2. THE NOTION OF MANIFOLD SCHEME
The ordinary manifold concept is often described in term s of an atlas.
In the same fashion we shall describe also the notion of manifold scheme
in terms of an atlas; however the notion of atlas will be somewhat broader
than the usual one. To this end we first explain some notations.
We are going to consider maps from open subsets of l~n to open subsets
oOlk *; all such maps will be assumed to belong to a given differentiability
class, so in particular all maps to be considered are continuous. Let U
be open in nn and V be open in )/lk . A partial map cp : U -T V (abuse of
notation) will be a map from a non-empty open subset U' of U to V.
Let tp, cp be partial maps U -T V ; tp is said to be part of cp (or contained
in cp), notation tp C cp , if tp is the restriction of cp to an open subset U" C U'.
If cp' and cp" are partial maps U -> V defined on U' and U" respectively,
such that cp' IU' n U"=cp"IU' n U", cp' u cp" will be the map which is cp'
on U' and cp" on U"; similarly one defines Ui£1 cpi, if cpt is defined on U!
(iel) such that cpilUin Ui=cpilUin Ui. If cp: U-T V and tp: V-T W
* The generalizations of the following definitions to the Banach case will be obvious.
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are partial maps, and tp(</>(x)) is defined for at least one point x E U, we
write tp</> for the partial map y 1--+ tp(r/>(y)), whenever tp(</>(y)) is defined.
We say that the partial map </>: U --+ V is a transition (U, V open subsets
of nn) if </> is a diffeomorphism from U' C U to an open subset V' C V.
If </> is a transition U --+ V, </>-1 is a transition V --+ U. If r/>: U --+ V and
tp: V --+ Ware transitions, then tp</>, whenever defined, is also a transition.
An atlas A = {Pt ; T11} of dimension n is to be a set of "pages" or " charts"
Pi , which are to be open subsets of En, and for any pair of pages Pi, Pi
a (possibly empty) set Tit of transitions Pt --+ Pi such that the requirements







</> ETit, tp C </> '* tp E1'11,
if </>k E Tit such that u </>k is defined and a transition, then
u </>k E 1'11,
</> E Tit =>- </>-1 E T tj,
</> E Tit, tp ET kj =>- tp</> E T k i whenever tp</> is defined.
For notational convenience we sometimes replace the collection {Pi} by its
disjoint union P; the union 'I' of the Tit will then be a set of "transitions"
P --+ P , and (A 1)-(A 5) will also hold omitting the indices . Furthermore,
an atlas will often be given by P (or its collection of pages) and a generating
set T of transitions, i.e. a set T which may not yet verify (A 1)-(A 5);
such a 'I' determines uniquely a smallest set 1" ~ 'I' satisfying (A 1)-(A 5);
the atlas determined by P and 'I' will be understood to be (P; 1"), although
we shall often abusively denote the atlas by (P; 1').
The topological space Top (A) associated with the atlas A = (P ; 1')
will be the quotient space of P by the equivalence relation x I""'-' r(x),
rET. Top (A) is Hausdorff iff UTET graph (r) is a closed subset of P x P .
A map 1> from an atlas A = (P; 1') to an atlas B = (P'; 1") is a set






</> E 1>, tp C </> '* tp E 1>,
if </>k E 1> such that u </>k is defined, then u </>k E 1>,
</> E 1>, rET, r' ET' =- r'</> E 1>, r/>r E 1> whenever the products are
defined ,
if </>, tp E 1> and both </>(x) and tp(x) are defined, then there is a
</>' C r/> such that </>'(x) is defined and a x' E 1" such that r'</>'(x)
is defined and r'4>' C tp,
for any x EP, </>(x) is defined for at least one </> E 1>.
The requirements (A l) -(A 5) and similarly (M 1)-(M 5) can be phrased
also using sheaf language. The sheaf of germs of transitions P --+ P
has a natural groupoid structure by which it is turned into a topological
groupoid F; the set of identities will be denoted by E and may be identified
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with P. Any transition P -+ P is a partial section in r. Conversely a
section in r gives rise to a partial map P -+ P which is locally a transition.
Now the requirements (A l)-(A 5) just state that an atlas A determines
an open subgroupoid rAwith E erA, T being the set of partial sections
which are transitions. Conversely any open subgroupoid F' C r with
E C I" determines an atlas.
Similarly let II be the sheaf of germs of partial maps P -+ P'. F' and
r act continuously on II on the left and right respectively. Furthermore,
let IX denote the source map II -+ P. Then (M l)-(M 5) just state that
a map ifJ determines an open subset L1 of II, ifJ being the set of partial
sections, and such that L1 is invariant under the actions of r; and rA,
and such that IX: L1 -+ P is onto, the fibers of IX being r~-orbit8. Conversely
any open subset L1 of II with these properties determines a map ifJ: A -+ B.
The atlasses together with the maps, and the obvious composition of
maps, constitute a category. An atlas as an object of this category will
be called from now on a manifold scheme.
A map ifJ:A-+B induces naturally a continuous map Top (ifJ) :
Top (A) -+ Top (B). Thus Top ( ) is a functor from the category of
manifold schemes to the category of topological spaces. The manifold
schemes A = (P; T) for which the quotient map P -+ Top (A) is a local
homeomorphism are just the non-separated manifolds considered by
Haefliger and Reeb [8]; if in addition Top (A) is Hausdorff we are back
in the ordinary manifold case.
The notion of "Q-varieM" introduced by R. Barre [2] is also a special
case of the notion of manifold scheme. This is likewise the case for the
notion of V-manifold introduced by Satake, Proc . Nat. Acad. Sc. USA
42, 359-363, 1956 .
Let A = (P; T) be a manifold scheme and S a set of transitions P -+ P.
The quotient manifold scheme S\A will be the scheme (P; T uS), i.e.
T U S is a generating set of transitions. In particular if G is a group of
diffeomorphisms P -+ P we may factor A by the group G and there is a
natural quotient map A -+ G\A.
A differential form on the manifold scheme A = (P; T) is to be a differ-
ential form on P which is invariant under T. If ifJ: A -+ B is a map and
os a differential form on B, then condition (M 4) permits to define in a
natural fashion a differential form ifJ*w on A . Similarly one defines cochains
on a manifold scheme and the contravariant images under maps.
A discussion of the notion of fundamental group and higher homotopy
groups of a manifold scheme will be deferred till we have examined in
more detail the manifold schemes of regular families of curves on the
2-torus.
3. EXAMPLES
(1) Let T be a group of translations on the real line on k free generators .
The manifold scheme A~=('6 ; T), T being taken as generating set of
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transitions, will be called a Poincare torus of dimension 1 and rank. k.
(The generalization to higher dimensions and ranks is obvious.) If k:» 2,
Top (A~) is a space of continuum cardinality with the topology consisting
only of the empty set and the total space.
Let in general t denote the translation with translation distance 1",
and let to, ... , te-i be a free base for T . The point with homogeneous
coordinates (1"0, ... , 1"k-l) in real projective (k-I)-space will be called a
representing point for T. The set of representing points of T is an orbit
of the projective group PL(k-I, Z).
The Poincare tori Al are classified by
PROPOSITION 3.1. The Poincare tori ('8; T) and ('6; T') are equivalent
iff the translation groups T and T' are homothetic, i.e. are conjugate in the
affine group of the real line. In particular T and T' are of the same rank.
T and T' are homothetic iff their representing points belong to the same
PL(k-I, Z) orbit.
PROOF. For convenience we assume that We are in the OLcase, and
we may assume as well that both rank. T and rank T' are at least 2.
Then on both schemes the multiples of the l-form dx are the only I-forms.
Let f/J: ('6; T) -+ ('6 ; T') be the equivalence. Then f/J*(dx)=£xdx, and since
f/J is an equivalence £x oF 0 holds. Let rp be a transition E f/J defined on an
open interval U. Since rp*(dx)=£xdx, rp(x)=£xx+{J, (J some constant, x E U.
Let t E T be "small", i.e, we require that t(x) E U for some x E U. According
to (M 4) thero is a t/ E T' such that rpt=t/rp on some neighbourhood of x.
Then this holds also for the extensions of the transformations rp, t, t/ to
all of B. Consequently rptrp-l=t/. Since the small translations generate T,
this shows that rpTrp-l C T'. Similarly one shows that rp-IT'rp C T . Hence
T and T' are conjugate in the affine group of the real line. Conversely,
if T and T' are conjugate the resulting manifold schemes are equivalent.
The rest of the statement is well-known.
For the CO-case tho proof still works if one replaces the notion of
differential I-form by continuous l-cocycle.
REMARKS. (a) The Poincare tori also belong to the category of Q-
manifolds studied by R. Barre [2]; (b) The group T oceurring in the
manifold scheme ('6; T) will later receive an interpretation as the funda-
mental group of the Poincare torus; see also [2].
(Ia) Let Ta denote the full translation group of the real line. The
manifold scheme A~ = ('6; Ta ) might be looked upon as the germ of the
homogeneous space '6 with the transformation group T a. Top (A~)
consists of a single point, however A~ still has non-vanishing differential
l-forms.
(2) Let for 1X E '6*, MIX denote the multiplicative group generated
by 1X. MIX acts on '6 in the usual fashion and thus defines a manifold scheme
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A ..=(R;M..). Top (A ..) is the real line in case LX = I; it is the closed half
line [0, oo] for LX= -1; it consists of two circles and a separate point
adhering to both of them in case LX> 0, LX=I- 1, and it is a singl e circle with
an adhering separate point if LX < 0, LX =I- - 1. As GLmanifold schemes thc
A..are distinguished from each other by LX. As GO-schemes they arc classified
by Top (A ..).
REMARK. The group M .. will be interpreted later as the fundamental
group of A...
(3) Let J be a rooted tree, i.e. a set equipped with a map n: J --.)- J ,
the "predecessor map" such that n has a unique fixpoint, "the root of
the tree", and such that any element of J is carried onto the root of the
tree by a finite iterate of n, One assigns to every i E J a copy Bt of 'fl,
and to any pair i, j with i = n(j) a transition ttj: Bj --.)- 'fit defined on an
open interval. One takes the '8t as the pages of an atlas A and the set
{ttj} as the generating set of transitions. The canonical map of the disjoint
sum of the Rt onto Top (A) is a local homeomorphism, i.e. Top (A) is
a manifold (in general non-separated). The "feathers" and "composite
feathers" considered by Haefliger and Reeb [8] are manifolds of this type.
The spaces Top (A) are topological trees , i.e. spaces in which any pair
of connected open sets has a connected intersection, or, which amounts
to the same in this case, manifolds which are dissected by any of their
points. As Haefliger and R eeb observed [8], there are also in this case
inequivalent A's of class Gl for which the Top (A) are homeomorphic.
The above examples will recur in manifold schem es associated with
foliations.
4. THE QUOTIENT SCHEME OF A FOLIATION
Let M be an n-manifold, F a foliation on M of dim ension p and co-
dimension q (p+q=n).
A block U on M will be an open subset diffeomorphic to Bs x B», the
product of two open balls of dimensions q and p, the foliation on U being
the one by the "vertical" p-balls, the slices of the foliation on U. The
collection of blocks is a neighbourhood base for M. The F-topology will
be the one generated by the relative open subsets of the slices of the
blocks.
A set U C jI is said to be small if it is an open subset of a block ; the
components of a small set in the F-topology will be called slices. Open
subsets of small sets are small .
Let V CUbe a pair of small sets. V is said to be U-transoersal if for
any slice S of U, S n V is either empty or a slice of V.
Let {Vt } be a by inclusion ordered system of U-transversal open sets,
then V = V Vt is again U-t ransversal ; this follows from the fact that the
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union of a by inclusion ordered system {8t} of slices 8t of Vi is a slice
of U Vi.
II V C U2 CUI are small sets, and V is Ui-transversol, then it is also
U2-transversal. Indeed, let 8 2 be a slice of U2 and P E 8 2 (\ V. Then there
are unique slices 8 of V and 8 1 of U1 such that P E 8 C 8 2 C 8 1• Since
V is V I-transversal, 81 (\ V = 8 and hence 8 2 (\ V = (82 (\ 8 1) (\ V =
= 82 n (81 n V)=82 n 8= 8.
Since in a block U' any point has arbit rarily small block neighbourhoods
which are V' -t ransversal, it follows by the preceding remark that in a
small set U any point has a fundamental system of neighbourhoods
consisting of U-transversal open set s.
Let V CUbe a pair of small sets. A maximal open V-transversal subset
of V will be called a U-transversal chunk 01 V, or U-chunk for short.
The preceding remarks show that any point of V is contained in at least
one U-chunk. Furthermore, we have the property : A U-chunk 01 V is a
union 01 slices 01 V .
PROOF. Let TV be a V-chunk and WI the union of slices of V that
meet W. WI is open and we WI. A slice 8 of U that meets WI decomposes
into slices of WI and, by definition of WI, will meet W. W being U-
transversal, 8 n W consists of a single slice, therefore 8 n WI consists
of a single slice (since different slices of WI will cut out different slices
of W), i.e. WI is also U-transversal. W being a maximal U-transversal
set, we find W = WI, i.e . W consists of V-slices.
Suppose now that U1, ... , Uk, V are small and V CUI n n Us; A
maximal open subset of V which is Vi-transversal for i = 1, , k will be
called a (U1, .. . , Vk)-chunk . One proves, using the above properties of
chunks, that V is covered by (U 1, ... , Uk)-chunks and that any such chunk
is a union of slices of V.
A block U = B« x B p is fibred by its slices over the first factor and we
shall identify the decomposition manifold of U with respect to its slices
with s«
Let 0/, = {Ut =.B'l x Bf} be a covering of J.lf by blocks. Let 0 be a
(Vt , Uj)-chunk of U, n UJ. Then the slices 8t(8j) of Ut(Uj) that meet 0
describe open subsets Dt(Dj ) of the decomposition manifolds .B'l(B'f) and
the relation S, n 0 = 8 j n 0 puts D, and D j into a diffeomorphic corre-
spondence Tjl: D, ~ Dj, Ttj : D, ~ De The quotient scheme 0111F is to be
the atlas with pages .B'l and the set of all Tjl (constructed in the above
manner) as generat ing set of transitions.
If 011 and o/!' are coverings by blocks and 011 C 011' there is a natural
map OIIIF ~ OII'IF which is in fact an equivalence of manifold schemes.
Therefore if o/! and "f/ are coverings by blocks, so is 011 U "f/ and we have
natural equivalences OlIff!' ~ (011 U "f/ )IF and "f/IF ~ (011 U "f/)IF and
hence also an equivalence OIIIF ~ "f/IF and vice versa. If if!' is another
block covering, the natural equivalence OIIIF ~ if!'fF is the composition
of the equivalences OlIfF ~ "f/ IF ~ if!'IF.
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In any case the existence of these natural equivalences between the
schemes c7II/F permits us "not to distinguish" between them, and for
that reason any of them will be designated by M/F.
Finally any covering c7II of .111 gives rise to an atlas Ao/J of .111, which
describes .111 as a manifold scheme. For any block covering there is again
a natural map Ao/J -+ c7II/F of manifold schemes which is generated by
the projection maps U, -+ Bi. For any pair of block-coverings c7II, IJII', the
equivalences Ao/J -+ Ao/J' and c7II/F -+ c7II'/F commute with the projections.
Hence within the category of manifold schemes there is a natural quotient
map .111 -+M/F.
5. COVERINGS
Let F be a foliation on .111 and 1>: M -+ M a covering of M . A block
U =Bq x B» is simply connected, so 1>-l(U) is a union of copies
to = tj3q x tj3p of U. The foliation in V lifts obviously to a foliation in
every to, and since M is covered by blocks, one gets an induced foliation
F on M . Now let 1JII={Vj } be a block covering of .111, and 1JII={tOj } be
the lifted covering of M. Then 1> induces a map cfii/F -+ c7II/F of manifold
schemes which we continue to denote by 1>. By adjoining to the atlas
cfii/1f' the transitions ld1>j : t O j -i U, ~1 k O j as additional generating tran-
sitions, the atlas cfii/P is turned into an atlas (cfii/l")</>, and the map
1> : (oJi/l")</> -+ IJII/F is now an equivalence. If M -i M is the universal
covering of M, the additional transitions ki1>j are part of th e decktrans-
formations . Hence if G denotes the fundamental group of M (as group
of decktransformations of M -i .111) , we find that G\(cfii/F) r-..J c7II/F, or
G\(M/l") r-..J M/F. This relationship will be exploited in describing the
quotient scheme of a torus with respect to a foliation.
II - FOLIATIONS ON THE 2-TORUS AND THE KLEIN BOTTLE
6. THE UNIVERSAL COVERING
Let F be a foliation on the 2-torus M . We want to study the quotient
scheme M/F. Let G be the fundamental group of .111 and M r-..J '82 the
universal covering of M . Then by the preceding section M/F=G\(M/F).
Now Top (M/F) is known to be a (possibly non-separated) connected
I-manifold which is a tree, i.e . a manifold which is dissected by any of
its points, or, which amounts to the same, a manifold in which the inter-
section of any pair of connected open sets is connected * (see § 3 example
3, and [8, 9]). Th erefore M/l" is entirely determined by Top (M/F) plus
its differential structure. G operates on if/I' retaining its differential
structure. Hence M/l" is entirely described by Top (M/F) as a differ-
entiable manifold and the action of G.
Thus we have to study the possible actions of a free abelian group of
... We shall, however, use only the dissection property.
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rank 2 on a tree-manifold. To this end we have to digress on the topology
of tree-manifolds. We shall first treat the case of "tame" manifolds,
because the arguments in this case are quite simple and straightforward,
and because this case points the way to proceeding with the general case.
7. TAME MANIFOLDS AND BRANCHING TREES
Let B be a connected I-manifold throughout this section. A point p E B
is called a node ("point de branchement" in [8]) if there is a q"#P such
that any neighbourhood of p meets any neighbourhood of q; q is automati-
cally also a node. A node such that any neighbourhood of it meets any
neighbourhood of p is said to be associate to p; "associateness" is reflexive
and symmetric, it is, however, not transitive. The set of nodes associate
to a given p is closed .
In a tree-manifold B any open interval contains at most one node
associate to a given node p . Indeed, suppose that q1"#q2 are both associate
to p and belong to an open interval U. Let r be a point in U separating
q1 and q2; then the two components U1, U2 of U - {r} are neighbourhoods
of ql and q2. Since U is Hausdorff, ri'p. Let V be a connected neighbour-
hood of p not containing r, Then, since V meets both U1 and U2 ,
V U U1 U U2 is connected. Hence, since any component of B - {r} would
meet U1 or U2, r would not dissect B, contrary to our hypothesis.
Therefore in a tree-manifold the set of nodes associate to a given one is
closed and discrete. This prepares for the following definition.
A manifold B is said to be tame if the set of nodes is closed and discrete .
The "feathers" considered by Haofliger and Reeb [8] are examples of
non-tame manifolds.
If we are given in a I-manifold B a closed discrete set S, such that
any S E S dissects B, we associate with S a simplicial tree Es in the
following obvious fashion. E3 will be the set of components of B-S,
and we put E~=S. We still have to describe the simplicial boundary of
the I-simplices S E S. Let U be an open interval in B with Un S = {s};
since S has arbitrarily small interval neighbourhoods and S is discrete,
such a U exists. Then U - {s} consists of two components U», U1 which
extend to unique components Vo, V1 of B-S. Since s dissects B, Vo and
VI are different; furthermore, Vo, V1 does not depend on the special
choice of U. We define Vo, V1 to be the pair of boundary vertices of the
I-simplex s. Put Ws= Vo U V1 U {s}, The collection {Wsis E S} is an open
covering of B by connected open sets. For any pair of components V, V'
of B - S we can therefore find a chain WSl''''' WSn connecting V and
V', i.e . V C WSl' V' C WSn and WSi n WSHI i' 0. This shows that z, is
connected. Since B is dissected by any s E S, Es is dissected by leaving
out any I-simplex, i.e. Es is a tree.
In particular, the set N of nodes in a tame tree-manifold B determines
in this fashion a simplicial tree EN, which is called the branching tree
of B. Observe that B - N is a Hausdorff manifold; since an open connected
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subset of a tree manifold is again a tree, the components of B -N are
~ B. A homeomorphism of tame trees entails an isomorphism of their
branching trees; the converse does not necessarily hold. E.g. the simplicial
tree consisting of 4 segments with one point in common corresponds either
to a manifold in which one of the 5 components of B - N is bounded by
4 associate nodes at one end, or to a manifold in which one of the 5
components of B - N is bounded at each of the two ends by a pair of
associate nodes.
The most important cases we shall have to deal with, are the ones in
which 1;N consists of a single vertex, and the one in which 1;N is a simplicial
I-manifold. The first case corresponds to B '"'"' n; the second one allows
the following description. The vertices of a simplicial l-manifold which
is a branching tree may be labeled by the integers in a fashion which
preserves the "in between" relation. As such they correspond to copies
n£ (i E Z) of '6; nt and niH are separated by exactly one node; each '6t
is bounded by exactly two nodes which may be situated at different
ends, or else they are associate and situated at one end. An nt bounded
by nodes situated at different ends is preceded and succeeded by copies
of '6 which are bounded by a pair of associate nodes.
A group action on B by a group G induces an action of G on 1;N by
simplicial automorphisms. This leads us to studying group actions on
simplicial trees.
8. ACTIONS ON SIMPLICAL TREES *
Let throughout this section 1; be a connected simplicial I-complex and
G a group operating on 1;.
A G-complex will be said to be irreducible if it is non-empty, connected,
and if it contains no smaller connected G-complex except the empty one.
A G-complex consisting of a single vertex is called trivial.
About the existence of irreducible sub complexes in 1; we have
PROPOSITION 8.1. It G is finitely generated, 1; contains an irreducible
G-subcomplex.
PROPOSITION 8.2. It 1; is a tree, the irreducible subcomplexes are either
all trivial and are the vertices oi a subtree on which G operates trivially,
or it there is a non-trivial irreducible subcomplex it is the only irreducible
subcomplex.
PROOF. Let first 1; be arbitrary and G finitely generated by gl, ... , gn
say. Choose a vertex a E 1; and let n be a polygon connecting a with
gt(a). Then F= Ut GFt is a connected G-subcomplex, which has both in
dimension 0 and 1 a finite number of G-orbits. Since any G-subcomplex
* For the automorphism groups of trees see [19].
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of r consists of G-orbits, r has a finite number of G-subcomplexes; a
minimal connected one among these is then irreducible.
Now let E be a tree and G arbitrary. Suppose that T'i and r2 are
irreducible subcomplexes. Then since E is a tree, r 1 n r 2 is connected
and in addition of course a G-complex. Therefore, n n r2~0 would, by
the irreducibility of nand r 2 , imply that r 1 = r 2 = n n n. Hence if
rd~Te, I'i n r 2 is empty. Suppose in addition that nand Fz are non-
empty. Since r 1 and r 2 are connected subcomplexes of the tree E, there
is a unique simple polygon r joining r 1 and n, r intersecting r( in the
endpoints at (i= 1,2) of r. For any g E G, qI' is again such a polygon,
and hence gr= r. Since the at are G-invariant vertices of the It, the
latter reduce to at, i.e, they are trivial. The argument shows furthermore,
that with any pair of G-invariant vertices the connecting polygon is
G-invariant which implies that all the vertices and edges of the polygon
are G-invariant. Hence the a-invariant vertices are the vertices of a
subtree on which G operates trivially.
For our purposes we need the following elementary
THEOREM 8.1. Let G be an abelian group and E an irreducible G-tree.
Then E is either
(i) a single vertex, or
(ii) a segment on which G operates as 2-cyclic automorphism group, or
(iii) a simplicial I-manifold on which G acts as an infinite cyclic group of
translations .
PROOF. Let H be the isotropy subgroup of the vertex a E E. Since 1:
is also an H-complex, we may conclude by proposition 8.2, that the
irreducible H-complexes are all trivial and are the vertices of a subtree
1:' on which H operates trivially. Since G is commutative, for any g E G,
g1:' is again an H-complex with trivial H-action. Therefore g1:' = 1:'. Since
1: is G-irreducible, E' = 1:. Suppose now that G contains a g' rf: H, then
for every vertex b the preceding argument shows that g'(b) ~b. Therefore,
if a' is the cyclic group generated by g', any irreducible G'-subcomplex
1:" (the existence is guaranteed by prop. 8.\) is non-trivial. Hence by
prop. 8.2, E" is the unique irreducible G'-subcomplex. Again by commu-
tativity of G, g1:" is also G'-irreducible for any g E a, and therefore by
uniqueness gE" = E" is a connected G-subcomplex. By the a-irreducibility
of 1: we have E= E".
Suppose that E contains a l-simplex a fixed under g'. Since g' moves
all the vertices, it can only interchange the vertices of a. Hence lal is
G'-irreducible, and by the preceding argument 1: = [o], G acting obviously
as the full automorphism group of [o].
We suppose now that g' moves all the vertices and l-aimplioes. Then
the lemma below shows that E/I= 1: is the infinite simplicial l-manifold,
G' acting as a group of translations. Let g/l E G be any element that acts
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non trivially, and therefore moves all the vertices, and let G" be the
group generated by g". Then the above arguments show that E" = E is
also G"-irreducible, and since E is an infinite complex, the lemma below
shows that G" also acts by translations. Hence G acts by translations
on E.
We still are left with
LEMMA. Let G be a cyclic group operating irreducibly on a simplicial
tree E that contains at least two simplices of dimension 1. Then E is the
infinite simplicial I-manifold and G acts as a group of translations.
PROOF. Let g be the generator of G, and a E E a vertex such that the
simple polygon Fag(a) which connects a and g(a) has minimal number of
edges. We claim that Fag (a) n gFag(a)=g(a). Indeed, since we are in a tree,
the intersection is connected, and in any case g(a) E Fag(a) n gFag(a). If
the intersection would be bigger than just g(a), it would at least contain
qc, where a is the edge of Fag(a) having a as one of its vertices. If g(a) = a,
then the complex laJ would be G-irreducible and hence coincide with E,
which contradicts the hypothesis on E. Therefore a =1= g(a). Denoting the
second endpoint of a by b, band g(b) are then both vertices of Fag (a)
different from a and g(a), and Fbg(b) would be shorter than Fag(a), contra-
dicting the assumption on a.
From Fag(a) n gFag(a) =g(a), it follows that gnFag(a) n g(gnFag(a») =gn+la.
Using the property that E as a tree is dissected by any of its points, it
follows that E' = GFag(a) is an infinite simplicial l-manifold on which G
acts by translations. E being irreducible, we find that E = E'.
9. IRREDUCIBLE ACTIONS ON TAME TREE-MANIFOLDS
Let B be a tame tree-manifold and G a group acting on B. An open
connected subset U of B will be called a domain; if it is in addition G-
invariant it is said to be a G-domain; it is said to be (G-)irreducible if it
has no other G-subdomains except itself and the empty set.
As we observed before, G acts on the branching tree EN. Suppose that
E' is a connected G-subcomplex of EN. Then the union of the components
of B - N which correspond to the vertices of E', and the set N I' C N
corresponding to the set of I-simplices of E', is a G-domain. Hence if B
is G-irreducible, EN is irreducible.
Therefore theorem 8.1 leads to
THEOREM 9.1. Let G be an abelian group acting irreducibly on the tame
tree-manifold B. Then the branching tree of B is either
(i) a single vertex, i.e. B~ '6, or
(iii) an infinite simplicial I-manifold, G acting by translations; B as a tree-
manifold admits the description at the end of § 7.
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ADDENDUM: I n case (iii) let He G be the su1Jgroup which acts trivially
on the branching tree. Then every component of B - N is H -invariant, H
acting on it as a group of orientation preserving transformations. On the
compo nents bounded by a pair of associate nodes H acts irreducibly , in
particular in such a component there is no H-invariant point.
Let J C H be the subgroup which acts trivially on B. Then G/J has no
torsion and G/H is infinite cyclic.
PROOF. B has eit her no nodes at all , in which case B '"" '6, or has at
least 2 nodes. This means for EN that cas e (ii) of theorem 8.1 is ruled out.
Suppose that we are in case (iii). We assume as before that the vertices
of EN are lab eled by the integers in a fashion so as to preserve the "in-
between" relation. Then G acts by moving the labels over the multiples
of a fixed k E Z, the shift over k corresponding to the generator of G/H.
Since H acts trivially on EN, every component 'Gi of B -N is H-invariant.
Since every UI is bounded by nodes, and since H leaves the nodes invariant,
H acts orientation preserving on '61.
Suppose that 'Gt is bounded by a pair of ass ociate nodes , and that U
is a non-empty H-domain of 1\1. Put V = U if U is bounded by the nodes
that bound 'Gt, otherwi se put V to be the smallest open interval in 'Gt
that is bounded by the nodes of Ui at one end and a boundary point of
U at the other end. Observe that V = 1\t iff U = 1\1. Then since H is orien-
tation preserving, HV C V. The set W =GV u (U1~t mod k U1) u N is a
non- empty G-domain. Therefore W =B. Thi s implies that V ='6t, i.e.
U = Ut, or Ut is H -irreducible. In particular, if there would be apE 1\t
which is invariant under H, the interval bounded by the nodes of 1\t
would be an H-invariant proper subinterval of 1\t, which contradicts the
result just obtained.
The statements on G/J and G/H are obvious.
(To be contin ued)
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